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Be a Tribe Leader

Tribe Madrichim are intrinsic to Tribe’s success. Without their hard work and dedication, Tribe would
not be able to offer such a wide variety of programmes.
Tribe Madrichim play a major role in everything that Tribe do, from day trips, camps in the UK and in
Europe to Shabbatonim and Israel Tour.
It’s not all work, there is lots of play too. Tribe Madrichim get the chance to make friends with a great
group of like-minded people, create programme and activities that keep Participants engaged and
entertained. Through the fantastic experiences you will gain essential leadership and team working
skills as well as the ability to innovate, improvise and create amazing programmes that will give you
the chance to inspire the participants. All of these that give you a head start when in comes to
university and entering the working world.
So, if you’re enthusiastic, creative and love to have the opportunity to inspire, then being a Tribe
Madrich/a is for you.
If you would like to get involved then get in touch with the Tribe team.
Click here [1]to be in touch with the Tribe team to enquire about leadership opportunities
(Use subject heading – I want to be a Tribe leader)
If you already have a Tribe log in, follow this video [2] to submit your leadership application.

Tribe Leadership Camp
Whether you have been a part of our Learn2Lead trips to Jerusalem, NYC and Poland; joined us at our
unforgettable summer camps and Israel Tour or if you’ve never been to a Tribe event then Tribe
Leadership Camp (TLC) could still be for you! TLC is open to all Year 12 student and consists of a one
week leadership training course. This includes sessions on how to create and run programmes,
teamwork skills and camp welfare. The week also includes some fantastic trips and an amazing
Shabbat all together. This week is followed by a week leading Tribe’s Camp Zev for Year 6 pupils.
Here the TLCers will be able to use all the skills that they learnt through the previous week.
Once you have completed TLC, you will be all set to lead more of our amazing summer programmes,
either in the UK, Europe or Israel. Madrichim have the ability to engage with camp participants,
giving them life-changing experiencess filled with fun, excitement, and Jewish learning.
For more information and to book for TLC please keep an eye out on
www.tribesummer.com [3]
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